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ABSTRACT This paper investigates an innovative negative group delay (NGD) theory of ‘‘li’’ geometrical
shape topology. The li-topology is an outstandingly simple and fully distributed circuit comprised of a
coupled line (CL). The li S-parameter model taking into account the CL coupling coefficient, delay and
attenuation is established. The NGD analysis showing the possibility to generate NGD condition with
respect to the li topology parameters is developed. The NGD characteristics as NGD value, center frequency,
bandwidth, transmission and reflection coefficient are expressed. The li-NGD theory is validated with two
proofs-of-concept implemented in microstrip technology. Calculated models, simulations andmeasurements
are in good correlation. As expected, bandpass NGD presenting center frequency at approximately 2.56 GHz
and 0.92 GHz with NGD level of approximately −0.9 ns and −3.7 ns were realized with the small
and large li prototypes. Outstanding time-domain analyses explaining the bandpass NGD meaning, with
innovatively low attenuation output, were also presented. The time-domain results highlight li-output pulse
signal envelopes in time advance without violating the causality.

INDEX TERMS Distributed circuit, li-topology, microwave theory, negative group delay (NGD), S-matrix
modelling.

I. INTRODUCTION
The intriguing abnormal media with counterintuitive negative
refractive index (NRI) were theoretically studied by Bril-
louin in 1960s [1]. This theoretical investigation was initially
focused on the anomalous dispersive and absorptive optical
media in the frequency domain [1], [2]. It was shown that the
negative group delay (NGD) phenomenon can be occurred
around the resonance frequency of the absorptive media.

The interpretation of the NRI phenomenon was made with
the link between the group velocity. Indeed, this later one
is implicitly negative when the refractive index is negative.
More understandable investigation about this abnormal phe-
nomenon was suggested in 1970 [2] using time-domain anal-
ysis. Analytical study of Gaussian light pulse propagating
through an anomalous dispersion medium was proposed. The
practical confirmations of the abnormal NRI were performed

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Wenjie Feng.

with the first experimentation of NGD in 1980s [4], [5].
Some decades later, the NGD phenomenon was verified in
the optical wavelengths to introduce NRI transmission line
(TL) [5]. This counterintuitive NRI aspect was also approved
with NGD observations in a photonic crystal structure [6].
Knowing the existence of the NGD phenomenon in the
optical wavelengths, the question about its existence in the
microwave range attracted the attention of microwave design
engineer researchers.

The first verification of NGD phenomenon with
microwave circuit was performed in 1990s [7], [8]. In 2000s,
NGD passive circuits built with R, L and C lumped ele-
ments inspired from periodical NRI TLs in parallel with
the deployment of metamaterial concept were designed and
tested [9]–[11]. At that period, the NGD circuit design
was particularly complex. Therefore, curious questions have
been asked on the NGD meaning and the understanding of
its physical interpretation. Theoretical approaches based on
elementary circuits are necessary for the further microwave
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circuit knowledge about the NGD function. The confirmation
of NGD function existence with lumped circuits opens the
possibility for RF and microwave engineers to design simpler
NGD topologies. Theoretical investigations [9]–[18] were
also realized, for example, with two-port circuits defined by
the S-matrix:

[S(jω)] =
[
S11(jω) S12(jω)
S21(jω) S22(jω)

]
(1)

by means of the group delay (GD) definition:

τ (ω) = −
∂ϕ(ω)
∂ω

(2)

from the transmission parameter phase:

ϕ(ω) = 6 S21(jω) (3)

with ω is the angular frequency variable. Therefore, the-
oretical synthesis methods of lumped components based
NGD circuits were developed [12], [13]. The NGD concept
understanding lead to tentative NGD application proposi-
tions [14]–[23] notably in the field of RF and microwave
engineering. A microwave group delay (GD) time adjuster
was proposed in [14], [15]. A GD equalized ultra-wide
band amplifier using NGD circuits was introduced in [16].
A design method of feedforward amplifier for the bandwidth
enhancement was presented in [17]. The NGD function was
also used to realize a bilateral gain-compensated circuit [18].
By cascading with a TL, the NGD function enabled to syn-
thesize a frequency independent phase shifter [19]. The NGD
circuits were implemented to realize non-Foster reactive ele-
ments [20], [21] which are used to design an arbitrary-angle
squint-free beamforming in series-fed antenna arrays [22].
The NGD function was more recently used to design a
tunable delay shifter [23]. A bi-directional amplifier using
NGD matched circuits was designed [24]. Despite this pro-
gressive development of NGD applications, further efforts
have to be conducted to overcome the limitations in terms
of losses [9]–[11], operation frequency bandwidth, design
complexity and the implicit asymptotic limits of active
circuits [25].

To overcome these limitations, research works have been
made to develop design method of different topologies of
distributed NGD networks [26]–[29]. One of the simplest
distributed NGD circuits is based on the use of two parallel
lines [26]–[29]. A design method of NGDmicrowave circuits
based on signal interference technique was introduced in
[26]. An analysis of three parallel lines NGD structure was
proposed in [27]. A transmission type NGD structure was
developed in [28]. A feedback delayed coupler based coupled
lines (CLs) was introduced in [29]. But all these NGD cir-
cuits operate with rather complex topology. It is particularly
important, for all RF and microwave research community
to investigate on simpler NGD circuits with well-known
topologies. This curiosity constitutes a best way to make the
NGD function to be familiar and to be understandable to all
RF and microwave design engineers who are mostly do not
understand the existence of NGD function.

For this reason, this paper focused on a completely
innovative NGD theory applied to the simplest elementary
CL topology is intuitively presented. This original idea, which
was never be studied before, is deepened by investigating the
distributed structure having a simple ‘‘li’’-shape geometry.
In difference to the published research works based on the CL
structure, the li-NGD new theory elaborate the GD detailed
expression by taking into account the inherent imperfections
of CL as the propagation delay and transmission coefficient.

The present paper is organized in five main sections:
• Section II is focused on the general S-matrix modelling
of two-port li-topology. The analytical model will be
elaborated from the topological equivalent diagram.

• Section III is the analytical development of the NGD
theory. After the GD expression, the NGD analysis is
established. The GDs at particular frequencies are for-
mulated and analyzed. The NGD properties and charac-
teristics as functions of the li-topology parameters will
be expressed.

• Hence, Section IV will explore the li-NGD theory
validation results. After the proof-of-concept (POC)
description, the simulated and experimented results
will be discussed. Comparisons between simulated and
measured GDs will be performed.

• Comparison of NGD performances are discussed in
Section V.

• Lastly, Section VI is the conclusion of the paper.

II. S-MATRIX MODEL OF THE PROPOSED
CL-BASED LI-SHAPE TOPOLOGY
Acting as a microwave circuit, the elaboration of the NGD
theory must be preceded by S-matrix modelling. After the
structural description, the following subsections introduces
the methodology of the li S-matrix modelling.

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE LI SHAPE
STRUCTURE UNDER STUDY
Fig. 1(a) depicts the structural geometry of the li circuit. This
distributed circuit is a two-port topology composed of par-
allel CL(ζ,R0, a, τ1, τ2). This CL is defined by its coupling
coefficient ζ and characteristic impedanceR0. The li topology
equivalent diagram is depicted in Fig. 1(b).

Different to theNGDwork performed before [28]–[30], the
present study is dealing with the CL imperfection represented
by the coupled way delay τ1, and the direct way attenuation
a and delay τ2. This imperfection may be roughly explored
in certain microwave engineering literature but none of them
investigates about the NGD function as we did in the present
paper.

B. S-MATRIX MODELLING METHODOLOGY
After brief recall on the CL S-matrix, the modelling
methodology of the li-topology will be developed in the next
paragraphs.

1) CL S-Matrix
The CL constituting the fully distributed li-topology is a
four-port system referenced with internal port numbers Ê, Ë,
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FIGURE 1. (a) Configuration of ‘‘li’’ topology under study and (b) its
equivalent diagram.

Ì and Í as depicted in Fig. 1(b). The S-parameter model of
this CL including the inherent imperfections as propagation
delay and transmission coefficient can be written as:

[SCL] =


0 $ 0 e−jωτ1ζ
$ 0 e−jωτ1ζ 0
0 e−jωτ1ζ 0 $

e−jωτ1ζ 0 $ 0

 , (4)

by denoting the angular frequency variableω and the complex
number j =

√
−1 with:{

ζ0 =

√
1− ζ 2

$ = −ja e−jωτ2ζ0.
(5)

2) LI-TOPOLOGY S-MATRIX MODEL
The S-matrix modelling of the li-topology depends system-
atically to the reduction of CL one introduced previously in
(4). The analytical approach to determine this S-matrix can
traditionally be elaborated from the consideration of CL input
and output wave powers am and bm (m = {1, 2, 3, 4}). In fact,
we can recall the analytical matrix relationship between [SCL]
and the CL access port wave powers:

b1
b2
b3
b4

 = [SCL]×


a1
a2
a3
a4

 . (6)

As ports Ì and Í are open-ended, the associated reflection
coefficient should be equal to 1. Therefore, the [SCL] matrix
reduction can be realized knowing this reflection coefficient:{

b3 = a3
b4 = a4.

(7)

C. S-MATRIX REDUCTION APPROACH
Assumed as a two-port symmetric and passive topology,
the frequency-dependent S-matrix of the li-topology can be
merely written as:

[S(jω)] =
[
S11(jω) S21(jω)
S21(jω) S11(jω)

]
. (8)

Following the configuration of the circuit proposed
in Fig. 1(a), S11 and S21 can be analytically determined by
the reduction of matrix (4). Substituting (7) into (6), we have
the reduced quantities:[
a3
a4

]
=

[
SCL31 SCL32
SCL41 SCL42

]
×

[
a1
a2

]
+

[
SCL33 SCL34
SCL43 SCL44

]
×

[
a3
a4

]
. (9)

The algebraic solutions yielding from this matrix equation
can be expressed as:[
a3
a4

]
=

[
1− SCL33 −SCL34
−SCL43 1− SCL44

]−1 [ SCL31 SCL32
SCL41 SCL42

]
×

[
a1
a2

]
. (10)

The simplification of this matrix expression gives the
following relationship:

[
a3
a4

]
=

1
υ


SCL31(1− SCL44 )
+SCL34SCL41

SCL32 (1− SCL44)
+SCL34SCL42

SCL41(1− SCL33 )
+SCL31SCL43

SCL42 (1− SCL33)
+SCL32SCL43


×

[
a1
a2

]
(11)

where the divider term is:

υ = 1+ SCL33 (SCL44 − 1)− SCL44 − SCL34SCL43 . (12)

The li-topology S-parameter model can be constructed from
the complementary part of (9). Substituting this quantity
into the first and second line of linear equation from (6),
the previous relationship can be rewritten as:[
b1
b2

]
=

[
SCL11 SCL12
SCL21 SCL22

]
×

[
a1
a2

]
+

[
SCL13 SCL14
SCL23 SCL24

]
×

[
a3
a4

]
. (13)

After detailed analytical calculation, we get the associated
S-matrix which will be theoretically explored in the next
subsection.

D. FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS ANALYSIS
The frequency-dependent expression of the li-topology
S-matrix elements was established from the operation of
relations (11) and (12). It can be derived from the analytical
operation that the li-topology reflection and transmission
coefficients are written as respectively:

S11(jω) =
e−2jωτ1ζ 2

1+ a2e−2jωτ2ζ 20
(14)

S21(jω) =
ja e−jωτ2ζ0

[
a2e−2jωτ2 (e−2jωτ1ζ 2 − 1)− 1− ζ 2

]
1+ a2e−2jωτ2ζ 20

.

(15)

Acting as a fully distributed topology, the S-parameters are
periodic expressions with period:

ωp = 2π fp =
2π
m1τ1

=
2π
m2τ2

. (16)

If there are integers whose smallest verify the relationship:
m1

m2
=
τ1

τ2
. (17)

The associated magnitudes are given by:

S11(ω) = |S11(jω)|=
ζ 2√

1+ a4ζ 40 + 2a2ζ 20 cos(2ωτ2)
(18)
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S21(ω) = |S21(jω)|=

a ζ 20

√√√√√ 2a2(1− ζ 4) cos(2ωτ2)+
(1+ a4)(1+ ζ 4)+ 2a2ζ 2

ζ 20 cos [2ω(τ2 − τ1)]√
1+ a4ζ 40 + 2a2ζ 20 cos(2ωτ2)

.

(19)

The corresponding transmission phase is expressed as:

ϕ(ω) = ϕa(ω)− ϕb(ω) (20)

with:

ϕa(ω) =
π

2
− arctan


ζ 2 cos [ω(τ2 − 2τ1)]+
(1+ a2ζ 20 ) cos(ωτ2)

ζ 2 sin [ω(τ2 − 2τ1)]+
(1− a2ζ 20 ) sin(ωτ2)

 (21)

ϕb(ω) = arctan

[
sin(2ωτ2)

a2ζ 20 + cos(2ωτ2)

]
. (22)

III. LI-TOPOLOGY NGD ANALYSIS
The present section is dedicated to the li topology NGD the-
ory. The GD is calculated from the transmission coefficient.
Then, NGD analysis is elaborated as a function of the li
topology parameters.

A. FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT GD EXPRESSION
By definition, the li topology GD is calculated from equation
(2). By means of the transmission phase given in (20), we
have the GD written as:

τ (ω) = τb(ω)− τa(ω) (23)

with: 
τa(ω) = −

∂ϕa(ω)
∂ω

τb(ω) = −
∂ϕb(ω)
∂ω

.

(24)

By taking into account the phase angle introduced in (21),
we have:

τa(ω) =
a0 + a1 cos(2ωτ1)+ a2 cos [2ω(τ2 − τ1)]

b0 + b1 cos(2ωτ1)+ b2 cos(2ωτ2)
+b3 cos [2ω(τ2 − τ1)]

(25)

with: 

a0 = (1+ ζ 4 − a4ζ 40 )τ2 − 2ζ 4τ1
a1 = 2ζ 2(τ2 − τ1)
a2 = −2a2ζ 2ζ 20 τ1
b0 = 1+ ζ 4 + a4ζ 40
b1 = 2ζ 2

b2 = 2a2ζ 20
b3 = 2a2ζ 2ζ 20 .

(26)

The derivation of the phase angle expressed previously in (22)
with respect to ω gives:

τb(ω) =
2τ2

[
1+ a2ζ 20 cos(2ωτ2)

]
1+ a4ζ 40 + 2a2ζ 20 cos(2ωτ2)

. (27)

This equation explains that the li GD depends linearly on the
CL delays τ1 and τ2.

B. NGD PROPERTIES
The analytical properties related to the li topology are
examined in the present subsection.

1) NGD EXISTENCE CONDITION
The NGD analysis consists theoretically in characterizing the
NGD bandpass behavior of the li topology with the func-
tions GD and S21. Basically, the NGD analysis leads also
to determine the NGD existence by verifying the following
condition:

τ (ω) < 0. (28)

Around the NGD center frequency where:

τo = τ (ω = ωo) = τmin < 0 (29)

the NGD cut-off frequencies ω1 and ω2 > ω1 are defined as
the roof of equation:

τ (ω) = 0. (30)

The NGD bandwidth is defined by:

1ω = ω2 − ω1. (31)

2) BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS AT LOW FREQUENCIES
Before the deep analysis, we can verify intuitively that at very
low frequencies ω ≈ 0, we have:

S11(ω ≈ 0) =
ζ 2

1+ 2a2ζ 20
(32)

S21(ω ≈ 0) =

a ζ 20

√
2a2(1+ ζ 2 − ζ 4)+
(1+ a4)(1+ ζ 4)+ ζ 20

1+ a2ζ 20
. (33)

Thus, the GD expressed in (23) is simplified as:

τ (ω ≈ 0) =

2ζ 2(1+ a2ζ 20 )τ1+[
1+ ζ 2 + a2(2− 3ζ 2 + ζ 4)+ a4ζ 40

]
τ2

(1+ a2ζ 20 )(1+ ζ
2 + a2ζ 20 )

. (34)

This GD is unconditionally positive. Consequently, the
li-topology cannot behave as a low-pass NGD function.

C. NGD PERFORMANCE
The NGD performance depends on the NGD bandwidth
and also the S-parameter values as insertion and reflection
coefficient around the center frequency.

1) NGD SPECIFIC FREQUENCIES
Acting as linear passive circuit, the spectrum of GD and the
transmission coefficient magnitude |S21(jω)| or:

|S21(jω)|2 =

a2 ζ 40


2a2(1− ζ 4) cos(2ωτ2)+
(1+ a4)(1+ ζ 4)+ 2a2ζ 2

ζ 20 cos [2ω(τ2 − τ1)]


1+ a4ζ 40 + 2a2ζ 20 cos(2ωτ2)

(35)
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must present a similar behavior. Meanwhile, the two
quantities must present the same optimal angular frequencies
ω = ωo:

S221(ω = ωo) = S221min
. (36)

When the transmission coefficient reaches its minimal value,
the reflection coefficient must complementarily reach its
maximum:

S211(ω = ωo) = S211max
. (37)

Therefore, inversely, the denominator must be minimal:

S211max
⇒

∣∣∣1+ a4ζ 40 + 2a2ζ 20 cos(2ωτ2)
∣∣∣
min
. (38)

It yields as the terms:

1+ a4ζ 40 (39)

and:

2a2ζ 20 (40)

are positive, for the integer m = {1, 2, . . .}, the optimal
angular frequency from expression (18) when:

cos(2ωoτ2) = −1⇒ ωo(m) =
(2m+ 1)π

2τ2
. (41)

In this case, the reflection and transmission coefficients intro-
duced in (18) and (19) become respectively:

S11(ωo) =
ζ 2

1− a2ζ 20
(42)

S21(ωo) =

a ζ 20

√√√√ (1+ a4)(1+ ζ 4)+ 2a2ζ 2

−2a2(1− ζ 4)+ ζ 20 cos
(
πτ1
τ2

)
1− a2ζ 20

. (43)

For the better evidence of existing NGD aspect, let us con-
sider the particular case where:

τ1 =
τ2

2
. (44)

Thus, the GD expressed in (22) is simplified as:

τ (ωo)
τ2
=

1− 2ζ 2 + 2a2ζ 20 + a
4(1− ζ 2)2

(1+ a2)(1− ζ 2)
[
1+ a2(1− ζ 2)

] . (45)

This expression is negative when:

ζ ≥ ζmin =

√
1+

1+ a2 −
√
1+ 2a2 + 2a4

a4
. (46)

FIGURE 2. 3D design of (a) S- and (b) L-li circuit POCs.

2) NGD FOM
The NGD topology performance depends mainly on:

• the NGD bandwidth 1ω;
• the GD τo = τ (ωo) at the NGD center frequency ωn,

and secondarily to:

• the transmission coefficient S21(ωo);
• the reflection coefficient S11(ωo).

Accordingly, the NGD performance can be more generally
reformulated with the following equation:

FoMNGD = 1ω · τ (ωo) ·

√
S21(ωo)
S11(ωo)

. (47)

To verify the relevance of the established li NGD theory,
simulation and experimental results are discussed in the next
section.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL
VALIDATIONS OF THE LI
NGD TOPOLOGY
As POC, two microstrip li prototypes have been designed,
simulated, fabricated and tested. The simulations are car-
ried out with the EM tool ADS R©Momentum from Keysight
Technologies R©. After the li-NGD POC description, the com-
puted, simulated and experimental results will be compared
in the next subsections.

A. SINGLE DESCRIPTION OF LI NGD POC
The li NGD prototypes were designed after optimization of
physical lengths and space of the parallel TLs. Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b) display the 3D design of the small (‘‘S’’) and
large (‘‘L’’) li prototypes implemented in microstrip tech-
nology. These prototypes are designed as fully distributed
circuits. The photographs of the fabricated corresponding
circuit are presented in Figs. 3. The parameters of the sub-
strate, metallization, and S- and L-li prototypes are addressed
in Table 1.
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FIGURE 3. Photographs of (a) S- and (b) L-li circuit POCs.

TABLE 1. Fabricated li prototypes’ parameters.

B. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
To get an overview about the CL coupling coefficient and
physical influences on the NGD function, parametric analy-
ses will be discussed in the two following paragraphs. The
developed analyses were carried out by varying the space
s and the physical length dc of li circuit. This prelimi-
nary numerical study is realized with ADS R©simulator from
Keysight Technologies R©.

1) INFLUENCE OF CL COUPLING COEFFICIENT
The CL delay was controlled by changing the two parallel
line physical space s from 1 mm to 2 mm. During the present
analysis, dc was kept equal to 70 mm. The S-parameter
parametric simulations have been performed from 0.8 GHz to

FIGURE 4. (a) GD, (b) S21 and (b) S11 of li circuit versus physical space s
and frequency.

1.63 GHz. Figs. 4 display the cartographies of results show-
ing the GD, transmission and reflection coefficients versus
frequency and s.

We understand from Fig. 4(a) that the NGD absolute value
increases with the coupling coefficient. The influence to the
NGD center and bandwidth is insignificant. As illustrated
in Fig. 4(b) and in Fig. 4(c), the transmission coefficient
remains lower than 3 dB and the reflection coefficient is
higher than 10 dB in the whole range of the frequency and
also of physical space s.

2) INFLUENCE OF CL DELAY
The CL delay was controlled by changing the physical
length dc. from 20 mm to 100 mm. During the present analy-
sis, s was kept equal to 1.8 mm. Figs. 5 display the cartogra-
phies of parametric simulated results versus frequency and dc.
Fig. 5(a) explains that the GD center frequency varies

inversely to dc or much more generally to the CL delay.
However, the NGD absolute value and bandwidth are insensi-
tive to the CL delay. Fig. 5(b) illustrates that the transmission
coefficient behaves similarly to the GD with very low atten-
uation less than 3 dB in the considered range of simulation
parameters. As shown in Fig. 5(c), the reflection coefficient
is better than 10 dB.

C. DISCUSSION ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The present subsection presents the experimental validation
results of the previously described S- and L-li fabricated
prototypes introduced in Figs. 2 and Figs. 3.

1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Fig. 6 presents the configuration of the experimental setup
by using a two-port Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The
S-parameter measurements are completed using the VNA
from Rohde&Schwarz R©referenced ZNB 20 and specified
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FIGURE 5. (a) GD, (b) S21 and (b) S11 of li circuit versus physical length
dc and frequency.

FIGURE 6. Configuration of li-prototype experimental setup.

by frequency band 100 kHz to 20 GHz. The S-parameter
measurement was performed under the SOLT calibration by
using the kit 85052D from Keysight Technologies R©.

2) VALIDATION RESULTS WITH S-LI POC
The comparisons between calculated (dotted ‘‘Model’’ line),
simulated (solid ‘‘ADS’’ line) andmeasured (dashed ‘‘Meas.’’
line) results from the S-li prototype shown in Fig. 2(a) and
in Fig. 2(b) are introduced in Figs. 7. The results plotted
between 2.4 GHz and 2.7 GHz are rather in good correlation
and highlights the feasibility of bandpass NGD function with
the S-li topology. The NGD circuit specific characteristics are
indicated in Table 2. The slight differences between the cal-
culated, simulated and measured S-parameters, NGD central
frequency shift are mainly due to classical fabrication real-
istic effects, substrate parameter inaccuracies and numerical
computation inaccuracies from Momentum R©. As expected,
the feasibility to generate bandpass NGD function is con-
firmed by the GD plotted in Fig. 7(a) with center frequency

FIGURE 7. Comparisons of measured and simulated (a) GD, (b)
transmission and (c) reflection parameters from the S-li prototype shown
in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a).

TABLE 2. S-li circuit NGD specifications.

fo around 2.555 GHz indicated in Table 2. The NGD value is
slightly higher than −1 ns over the NGD bandwidth of about
45 MHz.

In addition to the NGD aspect, as shown in Fig. 7(b), the S-
li prototype generates a particularly interesting transmission
coefficient better than 2.5 dB. As seen in Fig. 7(c), it presents
also a reflection coefficient better than 14 dB in the NGD
bandwidth.

3) VALIDATION RESULTS WITH l-LI POC
Figs. 8 display the comparisons between the calculated, sim-
ulated and measured results from the L-li prototype shown
in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b). These validation results are plotted
between 0.89 GHz and 0.96 GHz. The center frequency is
widely lower than the S-li one because the L-li circuit has
larger CL physical length. Despite the differences between
the plots of S-parameter responses, we can emphasize that
the simulated and measured results validate the behaviors of
the ideally calculated ones.

The discrepancies between the different results are gen-
erally due to the same reason as pointed in the previous
paragraph of S-li prototype.

The main differences between the calculated and
simulated/measured reflection coefficients are caused by:
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FIGURE 8. Comparisons of measured and simulated (a) GD, (b)
transmission and (c) reflection parameters from the L-li prototype shown
in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b).

TABLE 3. L-li circuit NGD specifications.

• Unintentional parasitic effects of the connectors solder-
ing which induces further unmatching effects visibly
occurred on the input reflection parameters,

• and 3D structure electromagnetic behavior of CL con-
stituting the li circuit which is not perfectly ideal as
considered in the analytical calculation.

The associated NGD circuit characteristics are summarized
in Table 3. The model, simulation and measurements are
rather in good correlation and confirm the bandpass NGD
function feasibility of li topology. As indicated in Table 3,
in this case, the NGD value is of about −3.7 ns at the NGD
center frequency around 0.92 GHz. For this L-li prototype,
the NGD absolute value is much higher but the NGD band-
width is narrower and it is approximately equal to 18 MHz.

In the NGD L-li bandwidth, the maximal attenuation loss
from measurement is of about 3.18 dB. The input and output
reflection coefficient are better than 11 dB.

D. TIME-DOMAIN ANALYSES
The significance of bandpass NGD function is illustrated in
this subsection with time-domain analyses which are carried
out. The numerical computations were made via convolution
between the measured S-parameter touchstone model and

FIGURE 9. Input (in top) and output (in bottom) transient signals from
S-li NGD circuit.

gaussianmodulating since carrier signal with frequency equal
to the NGD center frequencies. Few published papers present
time domain results a bandpass NGD passive circuit in the
microwave frequency with less output attenuation as obtained
herein with li circuits.

1) S-LI TIME-DOMAIN RESPONSE
To perform the time-domain analysis of the S-li prototype, we
considered an input pulse signal with spectrum belonging in
the NGD bandwidth of the GD plotted earlier in Fig. 7(a).
The considered input is an analytical signal plotted in top
of Figs. 9. This input signal presented in Fig. 9(a) presents
a gaussian waveform defined with time-width of about 50 ns
with 1V amplitudemodulating a sine carrier fo = 2.564GHz.
The S-li NGD circuit output is plotted in bottom of Fig. 9(b).

To highlight the NGD function effect from the S-li cir-
cuit, the input (black solid line) and output (red dashed
line) signal envelopes are plotted in Figs. 10. These input
and output signals are notably well-correlated. As predicted
by the transmission coefficient plotted earlier in Fig. 7(b),
the output is slightly attenuated compared to the input. The
normalized signals displayed in Fig. 10(b) demonstrates the
capacity of the S-li circuit to generate an output envelope
in time advance compared to its input without violating the
causality. The output time-advance of leading and trailing
edges can be understood more with zoom in plot of Fig. 10(c)
and Fig. 10(d), respectively. The trailing edge shows more
significant advance because of the transmission coefficient
magnitude ‘‘V’’ shape behavior which induces a pulse com-
pression in the time-domain.

2) L-LI TIME-DOMAIN RESPONSE
The L-li time domain analysis was performed in similar
way as described in previous paragraph with a temporally
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TABLE 4. Comparison NGD circuit performances.

FIGURE 10. Input and output envelopes of S-li NGD circuit with (a) natural
and (b) normalized, zooms in of (c) leading and (d) falling edges.

wider input signal modulating a since carrier with frequency
fo = 0.92 GHz. In this case, the Gaussian pulse presents a
time width of about 200 ns as seen in Fig. 11(a). It was chosen
in order to have a spectrum belonging in the NGD bandwidth
of the L-li circuit shown in Fig. 8(a).

The transient plot of the L-li NGD circuit output is
shown in Fig. 11(b). The associated envelopes are plotted in
Fig. 12(a). It can be understood from the plot in Fig. 12(a) that
the output signal is slightly attenuated compared to the input.
In order to show the bandpass NGD significance, the nor-
malized plots of the input and output envelopes are shown in
bottom of Fig. 12(b). Two zooms in plots indicating the time
advance of leading and trailing edges of the output compared
to the input are indicated in Fig. 12(c) and in Fig. 12(d).
In this case, the time-advance is more significant than the S-li
previous results.

V. DISCUSSION ON NGD PERFORMANCES
In addition to the established theory and validation results,
it would be necessary to situate the achievement of the
presented li prototype compared to the published NGD
circuits in the literature. Therefore, comparative study
between the notable performances of the NGD li topology

FIGURE 11. Input (in top) and output (in bottom) transient signals from
L-li NGD circuit.

FIGURE 12. Input and output envelopes of L-li NGD circuit with (a) natural
and (b) normalized, zooms in of (c) leading and (d) falling edges.

under investigation and the existing ones available in the
literature [26], [31]–[35] are indicated here below in Table 4.
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As matter of fact, it is noteworthy that the introduced li
NGD topology presents the following advantages:
• Thanks to the li topology simplicity, the proposed NGD
cell presents significant design flexibility compared to
the circuits introduced in [9]–[11], [14]–[35],

• The li topology can be easily implemented with fully
distributed elements without lossy lumped component,

• The li topology enables to realize an outstanding low
signal attenuation better than 2.5 dB,

• And the access reflection losses can be matched easily
without additional and external matching networks in
the NGD bandwidth.

At this stage, non-specialist RF and microwave design
engineers may wonder about the meaning and also the inter-
pretation of li-topology bandpass NGD functions. Most of
passive NGD investigations available in the literature did not
answer to this curious misunderstanding. The possibility of
bandpass NGDoperationwith this narrowNGDbandwidth in
the time domain would be necessary. Doing this, to highlight
more rigorously the bandpass NGD significance, transient
analyses with modulated pulse signals will be examined in
the next subsection.

VI. CONCLUSION
An innovative NGD topology of ‘‘li’’ geometrical shape is
investigated. This outstandingly simple topology, never being
studied before, is classified as a bandpass NGD function. The
studied li NGD topology is comprised of only two parallel
CL. This topology is a fully distributed circuit built with a
lossy and delayed CL.

Deep li-NGD theory is developed from the S-matrix ana-
lytical modelling. The NGD analysis is established. The
li NGD properties and characteristics are established. The
mathematical expressions of NGD existence condition and
NGD expressions at specific frequencies are discussed.

The li NGD theory is validated by designing and fabricat-
ing two prototypes in microstrip technology. Two prototypes
of S- and L-li NGD microstrip circuits are designed and fab-
ricated. It was shown by simulations and measurements that
the li NGD circuits behave as bandpass NGD function. The
simulated and measured GD and reflection, and transmission
parameters are in very good agreement. More importantly,
the possibility to propagate signal with envelope in time-
advance is also investigated with both S- and L-li NGD pro-
totypes. The time domain results are particularly innovative
because the it was shown that the li-topology operates with
time advance with remarkably low attenuated output.

Compared to the existing NGD circuits, the li NGD
topology under study presents an advantage in terms of size
reduction and flexibility to operate up to several GHz. Due to
its potential integration, the developed NGD circuit is useful
for the correction of the signal delays notably in the future RF
and microwave devices and systems.
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